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Schedule Dispatch Handbook 
Verification 
Committed Capacity is expected to be delivered consistently throughout the year.   Variations in delivery 

for short term weather patterns will be accounted for when assessing verification and Failure to 

Perform.  At a minimum, the PV Screenshot of an identifier, to identify owner to system. Do not show 

customers location, name, account number, or any other compromising information.  

Point of metering should be the AC output of the inverter for AC or DC coupled systems. 

CIT will request submittal of the following items. Emailed files will no longer be accepted as of 1/28/23.  

(1) Evidence of start time and 2hr block 

(2) Evidence of Committed Capacity programmed into inverter 

(3) Evidence provided in spreadsheet 

(4) Excel spreadsheet with passing data-kW in 5 (or 15) minute interval average over the interval. 

Discharge data should be shown as “+” and charge data should be “-” 

To pass verification of operational data test, the data must demonstrate battery discharge is in 

compliance with Committed Capacity. Below is an example on how to provide evidence and extract data 

for excel spreadsheet. Each inverter will provide a unique user interface.  

(1) Evidence of start time 

Screenshot the start time from inverter user interface, and name file A-SDP-YR-

[meter#]_[date]_starttime.  

 

(2) Evidence of Committed Capacity programmed into inverter 

Screenshot the Committed Capacity from inverter user interface, and name file A-SDP-YR--

[meter#]_[date]_CC.   

https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/documents/products_and_services/customer_renewable_programs/7_day_sdp_verification.xlsx
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(3) Evidence provided in spreadsheet 

Screenshot the graph or table from inverter user interface, and name file A-SDP-YR--

[meter#]_[date]_excelevidence.   

 

(4) Excel Spreadsheet with Passing Data 

Step 1) Download 5min or 15min data into spreadsheet 
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Step 2) Read instructions in excel.  

 

Step 3) Copy in downloaded data (as value), update Committed Capacity, time zone, Dispatch Start time, Interval 

Length, and Beginning or End of the Interval. See the Instructions tab in the excel file for information on these fields. 

 

Step 4) Verify that you have provided the appropriate data. The information in the Data column should 

match or be close to the values in the Check column. 
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a) In the Performance Count table, the count for 85% to 100% performance must be greater than 

the count in the Check column (137 or 42, depending on interval length) to pass the verification 

review. 

 

(5) Name excel file A-SDP-YR-[meter#]_[date]_7days, and email all 4 items to 

connect@hawaiianelectric.com  

 

Additional Guidance 

Equipment after Termination of Contract 
If customer terminates SDP contract, the resource added for the intent of SDP must either be removed 

or transferred to available DER tariff at the time of the installation. (i.e. customer can’t keep generation 

on NEM if they leave SDP, they would have to migrate system to NEM+, etc)  

Remote dispatch 
Remote dispatch is activation of an event through remote communications to the battery inverters 

instead of scheduling the program events within the software at the location of the battery. If customer 

uses remote dispatch instead of scheduled daily dispatch, we recommend the inverters can be 

communicated to through OpenADR and IEEE2030.5 but not able to enforce it at this time. 

Failure to Perform Cure Period 
The tariff stats that customer that is not performing will be given 30 day's to correct the failure, and if 

not corrected, will be charged $100.00 per month. Exceptions to the 30 day cure window may be 

granted on a conditional basis provided that substantial proof can be submitted that there are 

extenuating circumstances preventing the system from exporting its committed capacity. Examples of 

extenuating circumstances, including, but not limited to: 

◼ Out-of-stock replacement components that Hawaiian Electric can verify 
◼ Installing contractor is no longer in business and a new contractor must be hired 

 

Exceptions will be granted only 30 days at a time, at which point a new request for an exception with 

valid evidence may be submitted for Hawaiian Electric review and approval. 

mailto:connect@hawaiianelectric.com

